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CyberAgent's Value Creation Model
Focusing on the internet, a high-growth industry, 
CyberAgent pursues sustainable growth by taking advantage of its adaptability to change.

Superior Creation

Superior Technology

Superior Talent

Research Institutions
Academia-Industry Cooperation

New businesses
Business management
Creation system

Active Participation
Development
Hiring

Sustainable
business expansion

Contribution to
 local communities

Market 
competitiveness
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Superior
Technology

Technology is the cornerstone of internet companies' competitiveness. The wide range of 
CyberAgent services ― which include video distribution through AbemaTV, music distribution 
through AWA, over 50 smartphone games, and advertising products and creative work that meet 
advertisers’ expectations ― are created and supported by some 2,000 engineers and creators who 
have a sense of ownership and passion for advanced technical skills and creativity.
 
Our development structure is characterized by a free and open-minded culture in which each 
development team is given broad discretionary power, and by combining this with the synergistic 
effect of our various shared resources and built-up knowledge, CyberAgent is dedicated to 
continuing to improve the utilization of data and AI technology, and boosting our technical 
advantages in priority areas.

CyberAgent's Value Creation Model
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Creating Completely New Value and
Business Opportunities through Technology

Director
Technical Development

Division

Norishige
Nagase

The v is ion of AbemaTV is to "create 
unique internet-based mass media." 
Since the launch of AbemaTV, we have 
worked to improve the video, delivery, and 
p l a y b a c k  t e c h n o l o g y  t o  d e l i v e r  
uninterrupted high-quality video that, like 
convent ional TV, is able to del iver a 
seamless viewing experience regardless 
of the number of simultaneous viewers. 
Essentially, internet-delivered content was 
premised on a "best ef for t " approach 
s ince peop le  genera l l y  assumed i t  
wouldn’ t play smoothly. Against this 
backdrop, i t was a huge challenge to 
provide a crisp image and comfortable 
v iewing exper ience to many peop le 
s i m u l t a n e o u s l y  w i t h  t h e  s t a t e  o f  
technology at the time.

In May 2017, during a show broadcast on 
AbemaTV called "Win 10 Million Yen, If 
You Can Beat Koki Kameda," which pit 
entrants against the former pro boxer, the 
server went down right at the beginning of 
the match. Traffic reached around 20% of 
all Japan's internet communications at the 

moment, and the server shut down being 
unable to withstand the overwhelming 
traffic.

Since that time, a variety of improvements 
have been made to deliver stably, a core 
element of AbemaTV's technology, and 
w e  h a v e  e v o l v e d  i t  i n t o  t o d a y ' s  
highly-robust system that does not go 
down even during high viewer access 
concentrations. This is a huge advantage 
on which we intend to continue focusing 
investment in the years to come.

For AbemaTV, we p lace the h ighest 
priority on a simple UI/UX design that is 
easy for users to understand. While many 
features tend to pile up as the result of 
running an internet service for this many 
years, we have always pursued simplicity 
a t  A b e m aT V  b y  m a k i n g  t h e  t o u g h  
decisions to let go of some things as new 
ones are added.

When AbemaTV first launched, we had 
assumed that linear viewing would play 

As our President Fujita of ten says, to 
succeed in a new business, there are only 
two choices: ei ther be the fastest to 
market, or deliver the best quality.
When AbemaTV was first launched, the 
core of its technology strategy was that it 
could not be imitated by other companies. 
With using existing solutions out there, 
AbemaT V c ou ld  no t  be c omp le ted .  
However, it took us just four months, by 
ourselves, to create a system that kept 
competition from entering the market for 
years.

This was made possible not only due 
to our engineers' advanced technical 
skills, but also due to the passion and 
sense of ownership each had during 
development―treating the product almost 
as if it were their own child. We consider 
these technical strengths and passion the 
most important factors in developing our 
own technology, as well as a key source 
of our competitiveness.

As AI technology becomes increasingly 
universal, it will be important to know how 
to use new technologies to boost the 
value of services and solve business 
issues. In addition to engineers who "have 
amazing technical skills" or "create new 
technologies," our engineering team also 

includes an increasing number of those 
who are "technology users" with business 
sensibil i t ies and unique ideas. These 
human resources are playing active roles 
in the company.

Although compensation tends to grab the 
at tention of potential engineers when 
hiring, it is also essential to provide overall 
satisfaction such as a rewarding work, 
professional growth, and colleagues that 
o n e  c a n  i m p r o v e  t o g e t h e r  w i t h .  
CyberAgent is the opposite of the ‘one 
company, one product’ model. We offer 
oppor tuni t ies for growth through the 
regular development of numerous projects 
in the fields of media, advertisements, and 
games while using a broad spectrum of 
t e c h n o l o g i e s .  B y  c o m m u n i c a t i n g  
CyberAgent's appeal to students, each 
year we are improving our recruitment 
ab i l i t ies ,  which are the bas is of  our 
technological advantage. Ultimately, since 
our  eng inee r ing  teams an d human 
resources are the company's competitive 
edge, we are dedicated to focusing on 
b u i l d i n g  t e a m s  b y  l e v e r a g i n g  o u r  
a d v a n t a g e  o f  s c a l e  a n d  b o o s t i n g  
satisfaction for each and every engineer.

the central role, but more recently we 
have found that linear news and sports 
broadcasts can coexist with on-demand 
programming such as dating reality shows 
and anime. For the major overhaul of the 
UI/UX we are currently working on, we are 
keenly focused on how to display content 
that contains both linear and on-demand 
programming, in a manner that is simple 
and easy for users to understand.

As fo r  the subsc r ip t i on ser v i ce,  i t s  
success depends on improving user 
satisfaction so it is used regularly. To 
achieve this, we need to continue making 
i m p r ove m e n t s  i n  t h r e e  key  a r e a s :  
ensuring a seamless and comfortable 
v i ew i n g  ex p e r i e n c e  f o r  l i n ea r  a n d  
on-demand programming; prov id ing 
highly-accurate recommendations that 
utilize user behavior data; and offering 
content that users want to watch. By 
drawing on our strengths that span all 
s t a g e s  f r o m  c o n t e n t  p l a n n i n g  t o  
distribution, we are confident that the 
number of paid members will increase as 
the natural result of ensuring that users 
enjoy AbemaTV even more.

At the same time, we are also reviewing 
t h e  t e c h n o l o g y  f o r  d e l i v e r i n g  
advertisements. We are developing ads 
that can achieve targeted delivery in real 
time during linear program broadcasts, 
and if realized, we will be able to create 
adver t i s ing  va lue tha t  i s  un ique to  
AbemaTV with del ivery that is highly 
efficient and accurate.

Superior Technology Superior Talent Superior Creation

Delivering Absolutely Uninterrupted, 
High-Quality Video Content

AbemaTV's Development Policy is 
Consistently "simple"

CyberAgent's Value Creation Model
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For AbemaTV, we p lace the h ighest 
priority on a simple UI/UX design that is 
easy for users to understand. While many 
features tend to pile up as the result of 
running an internet service for this many 
years, we have always pursued simplicity 
a t  A b e m aT V  b y  m a k i n g  t h e  t o u g h  
decisions to let go of some things as new 
ones are added.

When AbemaTV first launched, we had 
assumed that linear viewing would play 

As our President Fujita of ten says, to 
succeed in a new business, there are only 
two choices: ei ther be the fastest to 
market, or deliver the best quality.
When AbemaTV was first launched, the 
core of its technology strategy was that it 
could not be imitated by other companies. 
With using existing solutions out there, 
AbemaT V c ou ld  no t  be c omp le ted .  
However, it took us just four months, by 
ourselves, to create a system that kept 
competition from entering the market for 
years.

This was made possible not only due 
to our engineers' advanced technical 
skills, but also due to the passion and 
sense of ownership each had during 
development―treating the product almost 
as if it were their own child. We consider 
these technical strengths and passion the 
most important factors in developing our 
own technology, as well as a key source 
of our competitiveness.

As AI technology becomes increasingly 
universal, it will be important to know how 
to use new technologies to boost the 
value of services and solve business 
issues. In addition to engineers who "have 
amazing technical skills" or "create new 
technologies," our engineering team also 

includes an increasing number of those 
who are "technology users" with business 
sensibil i t ies and unique ideas. These 
human resources are playing active roles 
in the company.

Although compensation tends to grab the 
at tention of potential engineers when 
hiring, it is also essential to provide overall 
satisfaction such as a rewarding work, 
professional growth, and colleagues that 
o n e  c a n  i m p r o v e  t o g e t h e r  w i t h .  
CyberAgent is the opposite of the ‘one 
company, one product’ model. We offer 
oppor tuni t ies for growth through the 
regular development of numerous projects 
in the fields of media, advertisements, and 
games while using a broad spectrum of 
t e c h n o l o g i e s .  B y  c o m m u n i c a t i n g  
CyberAgent's appeal to students, each 
year we are improving our recruitment 
ab i l i t ies ,  which are the bas is of  our 
technological advantage. Ultimately, since 
our  eng inee r ing  teams an d human 
resources are the company's competitive 
edge, we are dedicated to focusing on 
b u i l d i n g  t e a m s  b y  l e v e r a g i n g  o u r  
a d v a n t a g e  o f  s c a l e  a n d  b o o s t i n g  
satisfaction for each and every engineer.

the central role, but more recently we 
have found that linear news and sports 
broadcasts can coexist with on-demand 
programming such as dating reality shows 
and anime. For the major overhaul of the 
UI/UX we are currently working on, we are 
keenly focused on how to display content 
that contains both linear and on-demand 
programming, in a manner that is simple 
and easy for users to understand.

As fo r  the subsc r ip t i on ser v i ce,  i t s  
success depends on improving user 
satisfaction so it is used regularly. To 
achieve this, we need to continue making 
i m p r ove m e n t s  i n  t h r e e  key  a r e a s :  
ensuring a seamless and comfortable 
v i ew i n g  ex p e r i e n c e  f o r  l i n ea r  a n d  
on-demand programming; prov id ing 
highly-accurate recommendations that 
utilize user behavior data; and offering 
content that users want to watch. By 
drawing on our strengths that span all 
s t a g e s  f r o m  c o n t e n t  p l a n n i n g  t o  
distribution, we are confident that the 
number of paid members will increase as 
the natural result of ensuring that users 
enjoy AbemaTV even more.

At the same time, we are also reviewing 
t h e  t e c h n o l o g y  f o r  d e l i v e r i n g  
advertisements. We are developing ads 
that can achieve targeted delivery in real 
time during linear program broadcasts, 
and if realized, we will be able to create 
adver t i s ing  va lue tha t  i s  un ique to  
AbemaTV with del ivery that is highly 
efficient and accurate.

"Fastest or Best"

* AbemaTV 1st Anniversary Program, "Win 10 Million Yen, 
 If You Can Beat Koki Kameda" broadcast on May 7, 2017
 https://abema.tv/channels/special-plus/slots/9YCojXFBHRK1F5

Superior Technology Superior Talent Superior Creation

CyberAgent's Engineering Teams and 
Human Resources are the Ultimate 
Source of Our Competitiveness

CyberAgent's Value Creation Model
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Research Institutions

AbemaTV Data Technologies

AbemaTV Data Technologies was established to effectively utilizing the data logs accumulated 
since AbemaTV was launched in April 2016 for various purposes, including not only ad delivery, 
but also for determining formats, procurement, add-on fees, and behavior tracking.
Under the themes of "contributing to the business decision-making process through data 
utilization" and "improving products through statistical modeling," Data Technologies mainly 
engages in opt imizat ion f rom the user ’s perspect ive, such as by improving both 
recommendation accuracy and the services for attracting more customers.

Akihabara Lab

Akihabara Lab is an R&D organization with around 40 engineers who specialize in large-scale 
data processing, data analysis, and machine learning. The Akihabara office itself was 
established in April 2011.
To improve user satisfaction in CyberAgent's media services, Akihabara Lab strives to better 
understand human behavior on the internet by strengthening industry-academia collaboration 
with universities and research institutes while conducting research in computational social 
science.

Superior Technology Superior Talent Superior Creation

Akihabara Lab

CyberAgent's Value Creation Model
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AI Lab

AI Lab was established with the goal of conducting R&D on advertising delivery technology 
that utilizes artificial intelligence (AI). The lab includes researchers who specialize in machine 
learning, econometrics, computer-vision, natural language processing, HAI/HRI etc., and who 
conduct research in three areas :

 automated dialog technology for virtual interactive agents
 creation support and automated creation of advertisement creative work 
 analyses of the causal effect of advertisements 

The lab has also partnered with universities and research institutes in several fields (Osaka 
University, Yale University, Tokyo Institute of Technology, etc.) with which it is advancing 
research and development with the aim of further improving technologies.

1

2

1    Demonstration test of a communication robot by AI Lab and Osaka University
2    Robot-assisted Marriage Partner Hunting

Superior Technology Superior Talent Superior CreationCyberAgent's Value Creation Model
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Results of Academia-Industry Cooperation

March 2019, a paper co-authored by Akihabara Lab's Masanori Takano and the University of 
Tokyo School of Engineering's Associate Professor Fujio Toriumi was awarded the 2018 
Yamashita SIG Research Award from IPSJ (Info Processing Society of Japan)*. The paper 
proposed a method to hierarchically analyze the music listening behavior of users on the 
flat-rate music streaming service known as "AWA."

* This award is given to the presenters of highly outstanding papers from among papers presented at IPSJ research meeting 
   events and symposiums throughout the year.

In December 2018, a paper co-authored by AI Lab's Shota Yasui and Yale University's Yusuke 
Narita and Kouhei Yada was adopted at the international conference "AAAI 2019"* in the field 
of artificial intelligence. The paper, on evaluating decision-making by applying machine 
learning similar to a bandit algorithm*2, proposed a method with less evaluation uncertainty 
than with past methods.

* "AAAI" is an annual conference that brings together researchers in various fields of artificial intelligence from
 　around the world, and is one of the most influential international conferences in the field of AI.
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Developer Experts System

The Developer Experts System provides a platform for engineers with knowledge, skills, and a 
proven track record as leading experts in specific fields to engage in new activities. It is also 
intended to contribute to development in each specialty field and return results to the 
CyberAgent group. The system provides full support for activities whether experts are working 
from Japan or overseas.
Five people have been selected from CyberAgent's current focus areas, who are responsible 
for carrying out the following three major roles:

HR System

Acquire expertise in each specialty field and contribute to its development.
Establish the CyberAgent brand in each specialty field through external interaction 
and activities (delivering presentations, community activities, writing, and spreading 
info).
Receive and support in-house discussion beyond their areas of responsibility or 
department.

1
2

3

Yusuke Goto
Video Technology /
Product Design

Masaya Aoyama
Kubernetes /
Cloud Native

Hiroki Tani
UX Design /
Product Design

Daichi Furiya
Android

Soichi Masuda 
Accessibility

Superior Technology Superior Talent Superior CreationCyberAgent's Value Creation Model
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CyberAgent places the highest value on hiring, training, 
motivating, and assigning the right person in the right place. 
To realize our goal of being a company able to continue 
growing in the fast-changing internet sector, we utilize a 
variety of systems to create an environment and culture in 
which each employee can maximize their full potential.

Superior
Talent

CyberAgent's Value Creation Model
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YJC

YJC gets its name from the first letters of this Japanese phrase: Y="Yoi hito wo (good people)"; 
J="Jibuntachi de (on our own)"; and C="Chanto saiyo suru (hire properly)". 
YJC is essentially a project for improving the hiring process of new grads by having a variety 
of employees participate in the hiring process rather than expecting only HR personnel to 
handle it. The project was launched in 2017 under the vision to "hire talent that exemplify the 
21st centur y."  Wi th around 400* employees involved, we have ra ised our h i r ing 
competitiveness by having employees in the field work side-by-side with HR staff.

* Number of employees involved in YJC
Business positions: About 200
Engineering & designer positions: About 200
Total: About 400

DRAFT

DRAFT is an elite internship that can only be attended by students carefully selected from 
various internships that CyberAgent carries out across the country. Held annually since 2016, 
proposals from the winning team are commercialized, and we have seen an increasing 
number of cases* where past graduates have become the persons assigned to launch 
subsidiaries or put in charge of managing a service.

* CAmotion Inc., Bizbot Inc., etc.

Hiring

Superior Technology Superior Talent Superior CreationCyberAgent's Value Creation Model
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Development

CA24

CA24 is a strategy to find and train the human resources who will take responsibility for future 
of CyberAgent.
Each year we select 24 young employees who define company-wide issues and work to resolve 
them. This helps develop the next generation management-level professionals through 
proposals and reports at board meetings.

CA24 members Scene from training seminar

Superior Technology Superior Talent Superior CreationCyberAgent's Value Creation Model
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YMCA

This company-wide project has a number of objectives: to connect the energy and passion of 
young employees in their 20s to the next generation; to boost the company's top line while 
increasing chances for promotion; and to create opportunities to think about CyberAgent's 
future with a sense of ownership. The project is led by a team of young leader-class 
employees in their 20s who engage in wide range of activities both in and outside the 
company.
Since 40.6% of our organization is made up of people in their 20s, these young employees 
have ownership―meaning that "they are the ones responsible for creating a company that will 
epitomize the 21st century." 
Even as our organization grows larger in the future, this measure is designed to ensure we 
can continue as a company where young employees play an active role.

Active Participation

YMCA Ashita Kaigi (Meeting for Tomorrow) poster

Superior Technology Superior Talent Superior CreationCyberAgent's Value Creation Model
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CA BASE CAMP

CA BASE CAMP is a conference designed to strengthen CyberAgent's technical capabilities 
as a team by promoting the sharing of know-how and interaction among engineers and 
creators company-wide, which has grown to around 1,800 staff, over 40% of which in full-time 
permanent positions. It has been held once a year since 2018.
By providing a venue to proactively share know-how accumulated from CyberAgent's 
wide-ranging media, adver t is ing and game business areas, as wel l as promoting 
cross-departmental and cross-occupational exchange between engineers, we are committed 
to further boosting both technical capabilities and business growth.

Battle Conference Under30

2019 marks the third time to hold Battle Conference Under30, a tech conference exclusively 
for speakers and participants under 30 years old. 
The  conference aims to provide a venue where participants can inspire and learn from each 
other through a wide variety of content that encourages communication between them. These 
events include presentations on technological and career challenges faced by young 
engineers both in and outside the company; booths where visitors can talk directly with 
speakers; programming contests that anyone can participate in; demonstrations; poster 
exhibits, and more.

Photo from the conferencePhoto from the conference

Superior Technology Superior Talent Superior CreationCyberAgent's Value Creation Model
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Woman Tech Terrace

Held for the first time in June 2019, Woman Tech Terrace is a conference for, and by, female 
engineers. It was founded by female CyberAgent engineers in response to requests from 
other female engineers who, in the course of building their career, were seeking to “hear the 
ideas and opinions of other female engineers,” “ find colleagues to mutually inspire and 
encourage each other,” and “hear talks from female engineers who resumed their career after 
giving birth.” About 140 people participated in this event.
According to the survey results* published by METI, only 16% of engineers in Japan are 
female and this has remained low for almost 10 years. Based on the concept of "supporting 
the 'long-term, individually unique' working lives of female engineers," Woman Tech Terrace 
utilizes career-oriented panel discussions and technical sessions in an aim to connect female 
engineers beyond departmental boundaries and create an opportunities for them to plan their 
vision of a long and fruitful career.

CAramel

"CAramel" is female cross-departmental group that was established at the September 2017 
Ashita Kaigi (Meeting for Tomorrow) with the intent of "making the voices of female staff heard at 
the management level" and "increasing opportunities for female staff to interact with each other." 
'CAramel' is a play on the Japanese word 'karameru', meaning to interact or mix together. As 
the name implies, through this we hope to create a forum where many women can interact 
with each other.
To date, more than 220 female employees have participated in events on various themes such 
as "Women's Health," "For New Graduates and Prospective Employees," "For Mid-Career 
Hires," and "For Women from Sales." 
As women are susceptible to significant impacts on their career due to changes at various life 
stages, these events support  in ways that help the women embrace change with positivity 
and build active mid- to long-term career paths.

* 2018 Information Service Industry Basic Statistics Survey p.30 Photo from a CAramel event

Photos of conference speakers and venue content

Superior Technology Superior Talent Superior CreationCyberAgent's Value Creation Model
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Career in "proactive" promotional 
work in the PR department led to 
CEO position

When I was in my second year at the 
company,  after working in smartphone 
adver t is ing sa les at CyberZ , whose 
culture values 'taking big challenges even 
if they involve risk', Mr. Yamauchi, CEO of 
CyberZ asked if I might be interested in 
try ing publ ic relat ions. At f i rst , I was 
resistant to the idea ― my image of PR 
work was mainly "reactive." But when he 
said he wants me to be "'proactive' like in 
the sales department," I was sold on the 
idea and decided to transfer to the PR 
department.

"Proactive PR" requires me to understand 
the intent of management and consider 
how to best communicate their vision. I 
also realized that public relations is much 
like sales as I became aware that the job 
of PR is really to sell the company itself to 
the world. As I gradually built up a track 
record in PR, I started to feel that although 
my current position was an advocate for 
the company's management, someday I 
would like to be in that position myself. 
When I shared these aspirations with the 
manager, they agreed to assign me as 

CEO of one of our subsidiaries. I am very 
grateful for this kind of environment where 
the company supports employees' pursuit 
of chal lenge regardless of career or 
gender.

Realizing a career path true to my 
individuality while enjoying the 
changes in life-stages

As a matter of fact, I was going through a 
life-stage change, namely marriage, at the 
same time as I became the CEO. Taking 
on the posit ion of CEO at that t iming 
carried a heavy burden in terms of both 
time-commitment and mental stress, and 
some people around me were concerned 
that I may have taken on too much risk. I 
would be ly ing i f  I  said I wasn' t a b i t 
concerned myse l f .  However,  as Mr.  
Yamauchi of ten said, "Careers bloom 
when your path and the company's path 
cross at the right time. Until that time, you 
have to keep your blade sharp for when it 
is needed." These words were a source of 
encouragement for me.
I realized that, even before this, first steps 
a l ways  i nvo l ve  n o t  hav i n g  en o u gh  
knowledge or ability. Still, I did the work in 
front of me with 100% effort, achieved 
results, and gradually gained confidence. 

Going through that experience shaped 
who I am today. I look forward to continuing 
to take advantage of my natural positivity 
and abil i ty to take act ion to real ize a 
career path that is true to my individuality.

Joined CyberAgent as new graduate in April 2014. 
Gained experience in advertising at CyberZ Inc. Later 
transferred to the PR department of same. Contributed 
to business growth through proactive PR work. 
Assigned as president of eStream in April 2018 and 
became responsible for "e-chance!" Serving in current 
position since October 2018.

Rina Takai
President, eStream, Inc.

Interview with Active Woman
in the Workplace

"I want to rely on myself to build up the company and my career.
Taking on challenges as a businessperson and as a woman."

Superior Technology Superior Talent Superior CreationCyberAgent's Value Creation Model
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CyberAgent has launched numerous new businesses and 
remained continuously engaged in self-driven growth 
without relying on mergers and acquisitions. While 
establishing a system for developing new businesses and 
continuing to take on challenges, we are also applying 
innovative ideas to boost profitability by implementing 
training programs with clear rules on business withdrawal 
and not clinging to unprofitable ventures.

Superior
Creation

CyberAgent's Value Creation Model
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Ashita Kaigi (Meeting for Tomorrow)

“Ashita Kaigi” is a meeting (=kaigi) led by company directors in which new business initiatives 
and solutions that could improve CyberAgent ‘s future (=ashita) are proposed and decided 
upon. Twice a year, each director selects four people from among our business leaders and 
specialists to assemble teams that compete by delivering proposals. From September 2019, 
we changed from a ranking format where participants compete for a total score, to a 
tournament format. This brought event to a whole new level of tension.
Since its inception in 2006, Ashita Kaigi has resulted in the establishment of 29 subsidiaries. 
From these new businesses, we have generated cumulative sales of roughly 250* billion yen 
and an operating income of around 35* billion yen, thereby greatly contributing to business 
expansion.

Startup Challenge

Startup Challenge is a new business plan contest for employees and potential recruits. 
Presentations are made to the president and officers, which are developed into actual 
businesses if selected.

“Startup Challenge: Student Edition” was held as a business plan contest open to university 
students nationwide (first-year to graduate students). Here, 10 people, screened down from 
over 100 proposals, took part in the final presentation where President and CEO Susumu 
Fujita served as presentation judge. The best proposal was selected for investment from the 
"Fujita Fund," which exists to enhance investments aimed at supporting young managers.

Creation System

* As of end of September, 2019

Ashita Kaigi tournament schedule Startup Challenge: Student Edition

Superior Technology Superior Talent Superior CreationCyberAgent's Value Creation Model
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Strategic Meetings

Strategic meetings are held once per quarter for all businesses operated by CyberAgent for 
the purpose of honing a 'strategic mindset' among business managers. At meetings, each 
business manager explains their business strategy to the president, providing an opportunity 
to assess the growth of the business. If there are no signs that business growth either 
matches or exceeds growth of the overall market, strategic changes are implemented such as 
rethinking business content or even withdrawal of the business.

CAJJ program

This training program derives its name from CyberAgent plus Japanese words for business 
("Jigyo") and personnel ("Jinzai"). Businesses are ranked by level of operating income and 
ef for ts are directed towards achieving growth. Under clearly established criteria for 
withdrawal, if the business posts a revenue and earnings decline for two consecutive quarters, 
the business is either discontinued or the general manager is replaced.
Meetings are also held once a month with all subsidiaries and businesses associated with the 
CAJJ program to promote competition and collaboration, such as by boosting intra-group 
synergies and horizontally deploying risk management.

Business Management

Quarterly operating profit
of 1 billion plus (yen)

Quarterly operating profit
of 100 million plus (yen)

Operating at a profit

Ranking criteria

J1

J2

J3

Photo from the Strategic Meeting

Withdrawal criteria: 
Withdraw if income and profit decrease fortwo consecutive quarters
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Startup JJJ

Startup JJJ is a training program whose name is derived from the Japanese words for new 
business ("Jigyo"), personnel ("Jinzai") and market value ("Jikasougaku"). 
Generally targeting startup businesses that have not achieved profitability within two years of 
being launched, market value is based on the idea that we want them to become number one 
in their market, or to become a project with meaningful impact to CyberAgent.
In Startup JJJ, businesses are ranked by market value and efforts are directed towards 
achieving growth. Under clearly established criteria for withdrawal, a business is discontinued 
if it exhibits no growth for six consecutive quarters or is unable to demonstrate any 
competitive advantage. 

¥3 billion - ¥5 billion

¥500 million - ¥1 billion

¥1 billion - ¥3 billion

¥100 million - ¥500 million

Not calculable - ¥100 millionSeed

Early

Series A

Series B

Prelisting

Listed to “CAJJ” when the estimated
market value exceeds 5 billion yen

Evaluation criteria to increase the business value
Rank startup businesses by the estimated market value

"Startup JJJ" Awards Ceremony

Note :
A business may be discontinued if the seed period continues for six consecutive 
quarters (18 months), or if gross profit declines for three consecutive quarters.
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New Business Example

RAGE

"RAGE" is an esports event operated jointly by CyberZ, Avex Entertainment, and TV Asahi, 
which combines the next-generat ion spor ts competi t ion of "espor ts" with var ious 
entertainment properties. RAGE is also a generic term for the esports League.

RAGE is currently implementing two projects: general participatory 'events' mainly held offline; 
and a spectator format 'professional league' whose professional player competitions are 
delivered online. At events, game titles from multiple genres are brought together under one 
roof. In addition to esports competitions that determine the strongest champion in each title, 
there are also venue-l imited competi t ions, test plays for new t i t les, and l ive ar t ist 
performances. 

Esports competitions held to date with prize systems have consisted of the following four titles 
(in alphabetical order): "Shadowverse" (Cygames Inc.), "Street Fighter IV" (Capcom Co., Ltd.), 
"Vainglory" (Super Evil Megacorp), and "Winning Eleven 2017" (Konami Digital Entertainment 
Co., Ltd.). 

There are also some non-prize winning competitions that use "Splatoon 2" (Nintendo Co., 
Ltd.) and "PlayerUnknown's Battlegrounds" (PUBG Corporation). As for esports leagues in 
which Japan's top players participate, we operate "RAGE Shadowverse Pro League" as well 
as "RAGE STREET FIGHTER V All-Star League powered by CAPCOM."
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Tapple

Operated by MatchingAgent Inc., "Tapple" is a dating app that matches people with similar 
interests. As an online dating app where people use similar interests such as cooking, movies 
or sports as a jumping-off point to find dating partners, Tapple has launched the relationships 
of some 7,200 couples each month since the service began in May 2015, and enjoys avid 
support especially from young persons in their early twenties.

Currently holding over 5 million registered members, Tapple has been used to set up around 2 
billion matchings, making it the largest service of its kind in Japan.

* As of end of October 2019
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WinTicket

"WinTicket," launched by WinTicket, Inc. in April 2019, is an internet betting service that allows 
users to purchase betting tickets for cycle racing ("Keirin") events. The "Keirin Channel" was 
also simultaneously launched on AbemaTV.

Keirin Channel aims to communicate the excitement cycle racing not only to existing fans, but 
also to the younger generation who are generally unfamiliar with cycle racing. The channel 
produces and delivers special programs centered mainly on live race broadcasts and midnight 
races, and includes features that allow users to purchase betting tickets even as they watch.
We are committed to continuing to expand our range of services and aid in the monetization of 
AbemaTV.
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